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The temples are the place where people worship the divine lord. The architecture of

the temples is more than just a spiritual approach. A lot of science indulges in the

construction of these Hindu temples. Hindu Temples are the place where science

meets spirituality to attain
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the highest knowledge to strive for eternity. Every single facet, the structure created is a science that affects the preachers.

Temple architecture is a highly developed science. The Structure of the temple from the placement of pillars to the size of

the idols everything built

with a lot of science. Our body is a temple. Our ancestors believed in this saying. Thus, the temple constructed has a figure

of a human body. The pillars placed in the place of arms while the entrance of the temple placed as the feet of the temple.



The head is the place where the supreme figure of the idol rests. The Hindu temple comprises miniature of the five elements

of the cosmos. The place perfectly holds positive energy around the people visiting them. The architecture helps visitors to

indulge in meditation

effortlessly. The center of the temple floor is to let the positive energies flow through the people entering from their feet.

Every aspect of a temple starting from the construction to the type of rituals followed and

the presiding everything lets the cosmos flow through the veins of the preachers.

#FreeHinduTemples #FreeTNTemples
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